Portable
battery
collections
for Local Authority
commercial customers

Portable
batteries are
often disposed
of by users, both
domestic and
commercial, in
their residual
waste and
recycling bins.

Why batteries
should be recycled
Batteries contain many harmful and hazardous
substances. Segregating them for dedicated
collection prevents the batteries from going to
landfill and subsequent leaching of hazardous
substances into the ground, accelerated by the
manual handling aspect of their movement
Batteries that are not segregated wrongly
end up in material recovery facilities and
frequently cause fires, which result in costly
replacement of vehicles and equipment, and
the loss of other positive value waste streams.

Portable batteries that end up in the
incorrect waste stream can also:

Contaminate recyclable
materials and reduce its value

Which batteries are
dangerous?
Cause issues in energy from
waste processes because the
types of chemicals in some
batteries are not permitted to be
treated in this type of process.

Only a small percentage of portable
batteries are dangerous if they are not
handled correctly. If lithium ion batteries are
damaged by either friction, heat or water
they can combust, which creates a fire risk.
If the batteries are handled correctly this
is very unlikely to happen. Collecting and
storing lithium ion batteries within cells with
other principle chemistries, such as alkaline,
significantly reduces the risk of combustion.

Lithium-ion batteries

were suspected of causing

38% of fires

What should users do with
portable waste batteries?

reported at ESA members’
recycling and waste facilities

Recycle them using one of the
following Valpak solutions:
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during April 2019
to March 2020!

30,000
UK retail sites

How does the new
scheme work?

Drop them off at a site which has either cardboard
collection boxes or clear plastic tubes in store
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2. Valpak will deliver
the boxes

Locally
In bulk
Bulk collection and recycling service available to
large users of portable batteries, local authorities,
AATFs and Waste Management Companies

3. The personalised
message will detail the
collection process

Deliver

If available locally, recycle portable waste
batteries via kerbside collection schemes, civic
amenity sites and local authority locations,
including public buildings and schools
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1. Request a bulk delivery
of Valpak’s cardboard
battery boxes

4. Valpak can collect the
contents of the full
boxes when needed

Empty
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5. Old boxes can be
replaced when required

New

Our new Commercial
Customer Scheme.

Fill
Collect

6. Valpak will meet the
cost of the separate
small collections.
7. Sorting by our collection
partner takes place
8. We report collection detail
back to the customer
on a quarterly basis.

If you would like
to progress this
opportunity,
or wish to
discuss in more
detail, please
contact us

Unit 4,
Stratford Business Park,
Banbury Road,
Stratford-upon-Avon
CV37 7GW

03450 682 572
info@valpak.co.uk
valpak.co.uk

